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with stainless steel prosthesis acquisition compared with lead 
acquisition although the latter information is very 
interesting. 
Although artifact reduction is not complete for bilateral hip 
implants, MAR reconstruction lead to better image quality. 
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Purpose/Objective: The aim of this study was to evaluate 
the visibilty and artefacts of different fiducial markers and 
their suitability for stereotactic body radiation therapy 
(SBRT). The main reasons for using fiducial markers in SBRT 
are a) to provide additional information during tumor 
delineation in regions where the contrast between tumor and 
normal tissue is very poor (e.g. liver) and b) to ensure a 
reproducible patient setup during the treatment sessions. 
Therefore it is preferable that a fiducial marker produces 
minimal artefacts but provides a maximal contrast in the 
image modalities used for treatment plan generation and 
patient setup. Moreover in SBRT the trade-off between 
artefacts and contrast is often influenced by respiratory 
induced movements of the fiducial markers. It is assumed 
that for a defined setup of image modalities (e.g. CT and 
CBCT) and target region (e.g. abdomen, thorax) an optimal 
type of marker can be selected to achieve the best trade-off 
between artefacts and contrast. 
Materials and Methods: In this study 6 different solid fiducial 
markers were evaluated in a CT/CBCT imaging setup. All 
markers were placed separatly in a CIRS thorax phantom. For 
each marker a set of images was acquired containing the 
static marker and two different dynamic respiratory marker 
patterns. Both respiratory patterns use an amplitude of 15 
mm to represent typical marker movements in the upper 
abdomen. Afterwards all image data sets were analyzed in 
MATLAB and the CNR for each data set was calculated.  
Results: 5 fiducial markers were clearly visible in both image 
modalities. 1 marker was hardly detectable in the CBCT. The 
artefacts of the different fiducial markers correlate with 
material and size of the markers. The smaller the marker the 
less artefacts. On the other hand smaller markers of the 
same material provides less contrast in the images. 
Conclusions: An optimal trade-off between artefacts and 
marker contrast can be achieved for a given setup of image 
modalities and a target region. A fiducial marker should be 
chosen by the best CNR for a given setup.  
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Purpose/Objective: Evaluating PET auto-segmentation (PET-
AS) methods requires the availability of realistic PET images 
of tumours with known ground truth. The generation of such 
images with conventional fillable phantoms is very 
challenging. On the other hand, numerical simulation 
techniques allow modelling any desired tracer uptake, but 
require large computing power and experienced operators. 
We present PETSTEP (Positron Emission Tomography 
Simulator of Tracers via Emission Projection), a novel fast 
and flexible 3D simulator package, and show its use in 
generating test images for evaluating PET-AS methods.  
Materials and Methods: PETSTEP is implemented within the 
Matlab-based open source software CERR (A Computational 
Environment for Radiotherapy Research). Images are 
generated from Computerised Tomography (CT) and 
associated tracer uptake maps, following user-defined 
acquisition and reconstruction parameters. PETSTEP was used 
to reproduce a scan of a NEMA IEC phantom containing six 
spheres, acquired on a GE D690 PET/CT scanner, using 
calibration data obtained in previous work. Five different 
noise realisations were simulated. Eight PET-AS methods 
representing the current state of the art (including iterative 
adaptive thresholding, region growing, gradient-based and 
clustering approaches) were applied to simulated and original 
images. Results were compared in terms of volume and 
accuracy, with the Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC). PETSTEP 
was also used to reproduce a clinical H&N scan containing 
three lesions. The volumes provided by the PET-AS methods 
were compared to results obtained on the original PET scan. 
Results: The NEMA and H&N image were simulated in 1min 
23s for 47 slices and 5min 47s for 117 slices respectively, on a 
single core of a 2.7GHz computer. Differences in volume 
obtained for original and simulated images for the NEMA 
spheres were lower than 20% for 39 out of 48 cases. These 
differences were comparable to the standard deviation of 
values across noise realisations. A maximum difference of 
66% in volume was reached in a case where the standard 
deviation of values across noise realisations was 60% of the 
mean volume. For DSC values, differences between original 
and simulated images were lower than 20% of the DSC on the 
original scan in 42 cases. No statistically significant 
differences were found between volume or DSC values 
obtained on both images. PETSTEP was able to closely 
reproduce the original H&N PET scan. The volumes generated 
by the eight PET-AS methods on the simulated image were 
not statistically significantly different from the ones obtained 
on the clinical scan. 
Conclusions: PETSTEP allows fast generation of realistic 
images representing complex FDG uptake, while providing a 
ground truth contour for the modelled lesion. We have shown 
that PETSTEP could be very useful in assessing the 
performance of PET-AS methods for RT planning, and it could 
also be a valuable educational tool. 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
